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The book under review collects a number of previously published studies on the 10th-century Iranian scholar Abu
Sahl al-Kuhi (or Quhi). For this volume, the author has embedded them in surveys of work done by some of Kuhi’s
predecessors, contemporaries, and successors. The book consists of an introduction, four chapters, and a conclusion.
Its title, The development of geometry from the ninth to the eleventh century, implies more than Abgrall actually
presents, however. It probably refers to the rather brief expositions of a few subjects related to the work of Kuhi
presented in the book and contributions to these by a number of other medieval authors. Examples are the second
part of Chapter 1 (“Les autres études archimédiennes”), parts of Chapter 2, and the introduction to Chapter 4. In his
main introduction Abgrall discusses the historical genesis of research on the history of geometry written in Arabic
and the place that Abu Sahl al-Kuhi occupies within this history. Chapter 1, entitled “La tradition archimédienne”,
presents an edition and French translation of four extant letters exchanged between Abu Sahl and the historian and
court secretary Abu Ishaq al-Sabi’. Chapter 2 discusses works on conics, focusing primarily on contributions by Kuhi
himself. Chapter 3 (“L’analyse géométrique”) includes an edition and French translation of Kuhi’s The centers of
tangent circles on lines by the method of analysis and The drawing of two (straight) lines from a point at a given angle
by the method of analysis. In Chapter 4, entitled “Les transformations géométriques”, Abgrall gives a mathematical
commentary on Kuhi’s Book on the art of the astrolabe with proofs, which was previously edited and translated
by Abgrall’s former teacher R. Rashed [1993] and by J.L. Berggren [1994]. This chapter also contains an edition
and French translation of Kuhi’s Two geometrical questions. A mathematical commentary and notes on editorial
procedures are added to each of Kuhi’s texts. The book does not have an index.
Although various parts of Abgrall’s book have been published by him previously, he does not make this unequivo-
cally clear. Thus his editio princeps of Kuhi’s treatise The centers of tangent circles can already be found in [Abgrall,
1995] and that of The drawing of two straight lines in [Abgrall, 2000]. Editions and English translations of parts
of the Correspondence with al-Sabi’ were published by Berggren in [1983], and of The drawing of two lines and
Two geometrical questions by Berggren and van Brummelen in [2001] and [1999/2000]. Abgrall does not mention
[Berggren and van Brummelen, 2001] at all, and justifies his new editions and translations of the Correspondence
and Two geometrical questions by “mistakes” in the earlier editions (p. 14). However, not only does he fail to give an
explicit example of any of these mistakes, but in any case the differences between his own editions/translations and
the earlier ones are in fact minor.
Abgrall (p. 267, n. 8) uncritically repeats the accusation in [Morelon, 1999, 284] that Berggren made use without
acknowledgment of Rashed’s publication of The Art of the Astrolabe in [Rashed, 1993] in his own edition and trans-
lation [Berggren, 1994], to which Abgrall refers, unjustifiably, as “éd. Hannawi/Berggren”. But as Berggren made
clear in his letter to the editor in Physis [Berggren, 2000], he had started to work on Kuhi’s astrolabe text in 1983
since he planned a complete edition of all of Kuhi’s extant works. He also talked about this project at a conference
in Luminy in 1984 and in a private communication with Rashed after the conference. Since, according to the pref-
ace of his edition and French translation of Kuhi’s work on the astrolabe [Rashed, 1993, xi–xii], Rashed did not
conceive the idea for his book or begin working on it until 1986, this should settle the question of the priority of
recent editions and translations of Kuhi’s astrolabe text. Indeed, the first unmistakable statement by Rashed that he
had worked on the text appears in the preface to Géométrie et Dioptrique au Xe siècle, which is signed “Princeton
octobre 1986 – Bourg la Reine mars 1990” [Rashed, 1993, xii]. He also claimed that Kuhi’s text as well as the two
texts by Ibn Sahl published in the same book “have never been examined” [Rashed, 1993, xi], a false statement with
regard to Kuhi’s text. Courtesy and academic standards should have induced Abgrall to consider Berggren’s reply to
Morelon’s accusations more carefully. This reviewer has in fact not been able to find any proof that Rashed had started
his work before Berggren or indeed that Berggren had acted dishonestly (see, for instance, Rashed’s earlier paper
[Rashed, 1990] or Rashed’s revised publication of his paper given at an international conference in Paris in 1989,
[Rashed, 1994]). Abgrall’s repetition of Morelon’s accusation becomes particularly absurd when he expresses (p. 309,
n. 122, last paragraph; also p. 307, n. 116) his surprise that Berggren does not follow Rashed in the edition of certain
passages. Moreover, his scientific critique of Berggren’s publication is, in every case, of little importance (compare
Hogendijk, 2001). Twice (p. 268, nn. 11, 12; p. 309, n. 122) he refers to a difference in opinion regarding the com-
pleteness or incompleteness of Book II of Kuhi’s treatise. Once he criticizes Berggren for what is a rather minor
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difference in editorial decision-making (pp. 292–293, n. 81). In the last remaining case, he admonishes Berggren for
“underlining too little the importance” of a certain passage in Kuhi’s text (p. 314).
As for the academic content of Abgrall’s book, the editions and translations are well done. In only a few cases,
Abgrall makes mistakes or what this reviewer considers the wrong choice among possible alternatives. Examples
are pp. 76,1–7/75,19–77,5; 90,26–28/91,18–19 (compare the correct translation of the analogous formulation on
pp. 92,4–6/93,3–4); 98,23–4/99,15; 101,6; 230,2/231,2; 331,4–5. The mathematical and historical commentaries,
however, are distinctly disappointing. Their major drawback is that they rarely engage in a discussion of opinions of
other scholars. (A list of important publications not explicitly mentioned by Abgrall may be found at the end of this re-
view.) Critical discussion is missing from the book to the extent that the introductory presentation of previous research
about geometry in Arabic (9th–11th century) in general and about Kuhi’s oeuvre in particular is heavily distorted and
the footnotes favor Rashed in a one-sided manner. The lack of attention to the work of other scholars also causes mis-
takes such as Abgrall’s claim that the Abbasid bayt al-h
.
ikma (House of Wisdom) was founded by Caliph al-Ma’mun as
an important element in his policy of promoting science (i.e., the translation of Greek science and its practice in Bagh-
dad and other parts of the Abbasid realm) (p. 266, n. 6). This claim has been challenged a few times during the 20th
century, since al-Ma’mun’s father al-Harun al-Rashid sponsored a library with a similar name, namely khizanat al-
h
.
ikma (Treasury of Wisdom). Since Balty-Guesdon [1992] and Gutas [1998] have shown that there is in fact very little
evidence in historical sources for a substantial involvement of the House of Wisdom in the translation of Greek mathe-
matical, astronomical, medical and philosophical texts or in other scientific practices related to these translations, this
claim is outdated. Abgrall also overlooks disputes among his colleagues such as the one about MS Paris, BNF, Arabe
2457 being copied by Sijzi in 969–970. Hogendijk [1996] has argued that it is a copy of Sijzi’s copy, while Kunitzsch
and Lorch [1993] see indications for the common assumption that it is indeed an autograph of Sijzi (p. 147 et al.).
The book under review is also weak with regard to the methodological claims made by its author. In the introduction
(pp. 4–5), Abgrall states that he will work with the concepts “tradition” and “style” in order to situate Kuhi’s work
historiographically. This promise is not fulfilled. Abgrall does not refer to even a single one of the many works on these
and related notions written during the 20th and 21st centuries within the history and philosophy of science at large.
Moreover, he does not engage with any of the methodological debates and new approaches developed during the past
three decades. As a result, he pays little attention to some highly interesting aspects of the works of Kuhi assembled in
his book. A part of the historical relevance of Kuhi’s peculiar statements, beliefs, or approaches lies in their either not
agreeing with current views on mathematics or in their being contradictory, metamathematical, or extramathematical.
A prime example of Abgrall’s lack of acumen in regard to metamathematical and extramathematical arguments by
Kuhi and his correspondent Sabi’ is his simplification of the debate between the two scholars about the difference
between Archimedes’ approximate bounds for π and Kuhi’s claim to have found an exact, rational value for this
irrational number (pp. 34–35).
Finally, the author occasionally quotes incorrect historiographical statements, which have not been verified. An
example is his claim that in the 1960s the dominant view was that “the Arabic mathematicians were innovative in al-
gebra, but not in geometry” (p. 4). Yet, in his highly influential book on medieval mathematics, published in Russian in
1961, in German in 1964, and in a partial French translation in 1976, Yushkevich clearly and unequivocally expressed
the view that mathematicians from Islamic societies, while focusing mainly on algebraic and numerical problems,
also contributed “valuable results to classical domains, for instance in the field of the foundations of geometry to the
theory of parallels” [Yushkevich, 1964, 7]. In a later chapter, he specified that after the translation of Euclid’s Elements
and the study of the geometrical chapters in Muhammad ben Musa al-Khwarizmi’s Algebra, “soon an independent
research activity started in this field (i.e., geometry)” [Yushkevich, 1964, 270]. That Yushkevich was not alone in this
view is shown by numerous Russian and English articles of the period dealing with Arabic geometry.
Abgrall’s book brings together a number of interesting texts by Kuhi in good editions with good translations.
However, we can only speculate as to why it contains the republication of two earlier articles, in one case without
acknowledgment. Moreover, the reprinting of earlier papers with some introductory elaborations does not justify the
disregard for academic standards pointed out in this review, namely fairness in evaluating the work of colleagues,
reliability in scholarly claims, and familiarity with other works in the field.
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